Abstract. Rapidly rotating black hole solutions in theories beyond general relativity play a key role in experimental gravity, as they allow us to compute observables in extreme spacetimes that deviate from the predictions of general relativity. Such solutions are often difficult to find in beyond-general-relativity theories due to the inclusion of additional fields that couple to the metric nonlinearly and non-minimally. In this paper, we consider rotating black hole solutions in one such theory, dynamical Chern-Simons gravity, where the Einstein-Hilbert action is modified by the introduction of a dynamical scalar field that couples to the metric through the Pontryagin density. We treat dynamical Chern-Simons gravity as an effective field theory and work in the decoupling limit, where corrections are treated as small perturbations from general relativity. We perturb about the maximally-rotating Kerr solution, the so-called extremal limit, and develop mathematical insight into the analysis techniques needed to construct solutions for generic spin. First we find closed-form, analytic expressions for the extremal scalar field, and then determine the trace of the metric perturbation, giving both in terms of Legendre decompositions. Retaining only the first three and four modes in the Legendre representation of the scalar field and the trace, respectively, suffices to ensure a fidelity of over 99% relative to full numerical solutions. The leadingorder mode in the Legendre expansion of the trace of the metric perturbation contains a logarithmic divergence at the extremal Kerr horizon, which is likely to be unimportant as it occurs inside the perturbed dynamical Chern-Simons horizon. The techniques employed here should enable the construction of analytic, closedform expressions for the scalar field and metric perturbations on a background with arbitrary rotation.
Introduction
Einstein's theory of general relativity (GR) has passed a plethora of Solar System and binary pulsar tests [1] , but it has not been tested in depth in the extreme gravity regime [2, 3] where the gravitational interaction is non-linear and dynamical. A number of new observations will allow us to test this regime of Einstein's theory: in the gravitational wave spectrum through Advanced LIGO and its partners [4, 5] , when compact objects collide; in the radio spectrum with the Event Horizon Telescope [6] , when an accretion disk illuminates its host black hole and creates a 'shadow'; and in the X-ray spectrum with the Chandra Telescope [7] , when gas heats up and glows as it accretes in the black hole spacetime. Such future observations will either confirm Einstein's theory at unprecedented levels or reveal new phenomena in the extreme gravity regime.
Solutions that represent rotating black holes (BHs) in theories of gravity beyond general relativity are an essential ingredient of tests in the extreme gravity regime. Constraining these theories requires a metric with which to calculate observables. Once a metric is available, one can investigate the modal stability of the solution, calculate the gravitational waves emitted as two BHs inspiral, compute the 'shadow' cast by a BH when illuminated by an accretion disk, and determine the energy spectrum of the radiation emitted by gas accreting into the BH.
One beyond-GR gravity theory in which generic rotating BH solutions have not yet been found is dynamical Chern-Simons (dCS) gravity [8] . This theory modifies the Einstein-Hilbert action by introducing a dynamical (pseudo) scalar field that couples non-minimally to the metric through the Pontryagin density. The interaction leads to a scalar field evolution equation that is sourced by the Pontryagin density, and modified metric field equations with third derivatives. The latter have cast doubt on whether full dCS is well-posed as an initial value problem [9] , and also on whether stable BH solutions exist. We take the point of view that dCS must be treated as an effective field theory, since it is motivated from the low-energy limit of compactified heterotic string theory [10, 11] (for a review see [8] ), from effective field theories of inflation [12] , and from loop quantum gravity [13] . Thus the theory is treated in the decoupling limit: deformations from GR are treated perturbatively, reducing the order of the field equations.
When treated as an effective theory, BH solutions in dCS have been found in certain limits. A non-rotating BH was found by Jackiw and Pi [14] , who showed that the Schwarzschild metric is also a solution of dCS. Linear stability of high-frequency waves about the Schwarzschild background was suggested by [15] . The first investigations of rotating solutions assumed a small rotation parameter. The axionic hair on a slowlyrotating BH was found in [16] . Later, the metric solution to linear order in spin was found independently by Yunes and Pretorius [17] , and Konno, et al. [18] . This solution was extended to quadratic order by Yagi, Yunes and Tanaka [19] . More recently, Konno and Takahashi [20] and Stein [21] investigated the behavior of the dynamical scalar field about a rapidly rotating Kerr background. Stein also investigated the trace of the metric perturbation, and found that the extremal limit may be singular, which partly motivated the present work.
At present, nobody has succeeded in constructing the full metric of generic rotating BHs in dCS gravity, despite over two decades of work in that direction [16, 14, 22, 23, 24, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . The general procedure for obtaining the metric in the decoupling limit is simple enough. First, one finds the leading order behavior of the scalar field as sourced by the background geometry. The scalar field determines the source for the leading order term in the deformation of the metric, which must then be solved for. But progress has been limited because the initial step has proven difficult; the scalar field satisfies a complicated partial differential equation on the Kerr background, and only partial results have been obtained for finite rotation. Therefore, if the goal is to find a complete description for the metric deformation, then a full solution for the scalar field is an unavoidable first step. ‡ For all of these reasons, as a first step toward finding full rotating BH solutions in effective dCS gravity, we study the scalar field on a background where the BH spin takes the maximal Kerr value. This extremal limit is of interest not only because the mathematics simplify significantly, but also because of the Kerr/CFT conjecture that posits a dual holographic description in terms of a two-dimensional conformal field theory [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] . Working in the extremal limit, we obtain a general, closed-form expression for the Legendre modes of the scalar field. The radial structure of the scalar field is more complicated than that of the slowly-rotating case. Whereas the slowly-rotating case only requires a finite polynomial expansion, the rapid-rotation case is characterized by natural logarithms and arctangents. And unlike the slowlyrotating case, where the scalar field is primarily dipolar, the octupole mode of the field on the extremal background carries more than half of the field's ADM energy. We find that retaining the first 3 non-vanishing Legendre modes of the scalar field is necessary to achieve a fidelity above 99% in the entire domain relative to the full numerical solution. Our results for the scalar field complete the first step in the process outlined above and establish a viable starting point for either an analytic or numerical treatment of the dCS metric deformation of the extremal Kerr solution.
With analytic, closed-form expressions for the extremal scalar field in hand, we turn our attention to the BH metric. Treating the dCS correction as a small perturbation of the Kerr background and working in a convenient (Lorenz-like) gauge, we show that the modified field equations for the trace of the metric perturbation can be solved in quadrature in terms of another Legendre mode decomposition. As in the scalar field case, the radial structure of the metric perturbation is quite different from that of slowly-rotating BHs. In particular, the dominant monopole mode exhibits a logarithmic divergence at the extremal Kerr horizon, which confirms a conjecture made in [21] by one of the authors. This divergence, however, may be unphysical because the Kerr horizon is likely "inside" the perturbed dCS horizon. Away from this region, the angular structure of the trace of the metric perturbation is predominantly monopolar, with higher order modes modes playing a more important role than in the slowly-rotating case. We find that retaining the first 4 non-vanishing modes of the trace of the metric perturbation achieves a fidelity above 99% in the entire domain relative to the full numerical solution.
Although the trace of the metric perturbation is not a gauge-invariant observable quantity, and although we have not yet analyzed the full metric perturbation, the calculation of the trace establishes two useful results. First, the techniques used to solve the equation of motion for the scalar field are also applicable to the scalar degree of ‡ A more modest approach might be to construct a reliable analytical approximation for the metric. But this requires understanding the scalar field well enough to ensure that the source terms for the metric, which depend on the scalar, are rendered with sufficient detail. And even if the goal is to develop a purely numerical description of the metric, some basic understanding of the scalar is still needed to test the robustness of the simulations. Before we can attack the problem of the metric deformation, then, we must first make more progress on solving the general problem of the scalar field. freedom in the metric perturbation. This suggests that similar techniques can probably also be used to solve for the other degrees of freedom of the metric perturbation, and work along these lines is currently underway. Second, it appears that only a small number of modes are necessary to accurately approximate both the scalar field and the metric perturbation. This suggests that an excellent approximation to a full numerical solution for the metric perturbation could be achieved through a spectral decomposition that retains a finite number of modes.
The results we have obtained also have various other consequences for the study of BHs in dCS gravity and other beyond-GR gravity theories. First, the techniques used to solve for the scalar field on the extremal Kerr background can be applied to subsequent terms in a near-extremal expansion in dCS gravity. More importantly, these techniques generalize to backgrounds with arbitrary rotation parameter [21] , as well as other higher-curvature interactions. Some of our results have already been extended to backgrounds with arbitrary spin, and will be presented elsewhere [31] . Second, the scalar degree of freedom in the metric perturbation can be studied using the same methods we employed for the scalar field. It seems likely that the vector and transverse-traceless components of the metric perturbation can be analyzed using similar techniques, and that these techniques can also be applied to Einstein-dilatonGauss-Bonnet gravity and other quadratic gravity theories [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] . Third, the logarithmic divergence of the trace of the metric suggests a conjecture: that the dCS-corrected horizon is "outside" of the Kerr horizon for all possible values of angular momentum, protecting against a naked singularity. The verification of this conjecture will require further work that utilizes the solution for the full metric perturbation. And finally, our results also suggest that generic rotating BH solutions in beyond-GR theories will not have the simple rational-polynomial form that the Kerr metric enjoys, and may require more complicated functional forms. If true, this would imply that the simple parameterized metrics used to constrain GR deviations with Event Horizon Telescope observations of the BH shadows cannot be used to constrain quadratic gravity theories.
The remainder of this paper presents details of the techniques developed, the solutions obtained, and their properties. Henceforth, we use the following conventions. Latin letters (a, b, c, . . .) in index lists stand for spacetime indices. Parentheses and square brackets in index lists stand for symmetrization and anti-symmetrization respectively. The metric signature will be (−, +, +, +) and we choose units in which c = 1. However, we do not set G or h to unity. All other conventions follow the standard treatment of [39, 40] .
The ABC of dCS
Dynamical Chern-Simons gravity [14, 8] is a four-dimensional theory defined by the action
The first term is the Einstein-Hilbert action
where κ 2 = 8πG, R is the Ricci scalar associated with the metric tensor g µν , and g is the metric determinant. The last term in Eq. (1) is the action for all matter degrees of freedom, which couple minimally to the metric tensor and do not couple to ϑ.
The Chern-Simons correction is mediated by a canonically-normalized scalar field ϑ, whose kinetic term in the action is
This scalar field couples non-minimally to the metric through the term in the action
where the Pontryagin density is defined via *
and abcd is the Levi-Civita tensor. Notice that the definition of the Pontryagin density here differs from that of [8] by a minus sign, which is compensated by an additional minus sign in I CS .
Variation of the action with respect to the metric yields the field equations
where G ab is the Einstein tensor, and the traceless 'C-tensor' is defined as
The stress-energy tensor decomposes linearly into a term that depends only on the matter degrees of freedom and a term that depends only on the scalar field, i.e. T ab = T Mat ab + T ϑ ab , where the latter is
Variation of the action with respect to the scalar field yields its evolution equation
where stands for the d'Alembertian operator. Notice that there is no potential associated with the scalar field, which implies it is a long-ranged field. This vanishing (or flat) potential means that ϑ retains a global shift symmetry, ϑ → ϑ+const., because * RR is related to a topological invariant [41] . Retaining this shift symmetry may be important to protect against certain quantum corrections.
The theoretical motivation to study dCS is varied. From a string-theory standpoint, non-minimal scalar couplings of the form of Eq. (4) arise in the low-energy limit of heterotic string theory upon four-dimensional compactification [10, 11] (for a review see [8] ). From a loop quantum gravity standpoint, dCS arises when the Barbero-Immirzi parameter is promoted to a scalar field in the presence of fermions [13, 42] . From a cosmology standpoint, the interaction in Eq. (4) arises as one of three terms that remain in an effective field theory treatment of single-field inflation [12] .
The choice of conventions made here differs from that of [8] . The mapping between the two sets is κ AY = 1/(2κ 2 ), β AY = 1 and α AY = α/κ. Moreover, we retain all factors of G, or equivalently of κ, since we do not set G to unity. Without requiring the action to have any specific sets of units, demanding consistency between I EH , I CS and I ϑ implies
where L stands for units of length. Given some GR solution with characteristic length scale L, corrections are then controlled by the dimensionless parameter ζ := α 2 /L 4 . One can see this by noting that |∂ ab ϑ| ∝ (α/κ)L −4 from Eq. (9), which implies that |C ab | ∝ (α/κ)L −6 from Eq. (7). Then the fractional corrections to GR are proportional to (ακ|C ab |/|G ab |) ∝ α 2 L −4 = ζ. Current constraints on dCS are rather weak because dCS corrections are relevant only in scenarios where the spacetime curvature is large. One can see this by noting that dCS corrections to the gravitational field are sourced by the scalar field, which in turn is only sourced by the spacetime curvature. In fact, one can easily show through the argument given in the previous paragraph that constraints on the α parameter of dCS will be roughly proportional to a power of L. Let us assume that some observation places the constraints |ζ| < δ, where δ is related to the observation and its uncertainties. This constraint can then be mapped to a constraint on α to find |α| < δ 1/4 L. Currently, the best constraint on the dCS coupling parameter is |α| 10 8 km and it comes from observations of Lense-Thirring precession from satellites in orbit around Earth [43] . Such a weak constraint makes sense when one realizes that for these kind of experiments the characteristic length scale
Binary pulsar observations cannot yet be used to constrain the theory because modifications to the orbital dynamics are too weak and couple to the spin of the bodies [44] .
The aforementioned theoretical motivations suggest that one treat dCS as an effective theory valid up to some cut-off scale, i.e., the scale above which higher-order curvature terms in the action cannot be neglected [2, 3] . We will here restrict attention to physical scenarios in which the effective theory is valid, and since we are interested only in black holes, this means we restrict attention to those with masses GM √ α. When this is the case, we can work in the decoupling limit of the theory, i.e. we perform a perturbative expansion of the field equations and their solutions in powers of ζ. Henceforth, dCS is exclusively treated in the decoupling limit.
The decoupling limit can be implemented in practice by expanding the metric tensor and the scalar field in powers of ζ. In this paper, we will expand the metric and the scalar field as follows:
where the superscript denotes the order in ζ of each term. Notice that a factor of κ −1 in the expansion for the scalar field ensures thatθ (n) is dimensionless. As we are perturbing about ζ = 0, our background solution (g (0) ,θ (0) ) must solve the field equations for GR and a free massless scalar field. Choosing trivial initial data forθ (0) givesθ (0) = 0 at all times, so we find (g
ab ,θ (0) ) = (g GR ab , 0) at zeroth order, where g GR ab is some known GR solution. If we next examine the system at order ζ 1/2 , we find that g Thus to the order we are working, our expansion is
Henceforth, we will focus on BH solutions, with the O(ζ 0 ) term in the metric, g GR ab , being simply the Kerr metric. The O(ζ 1/2 ) term in the scalar field, ϑ (1/2) , is sourced by the Kerr metric and, in turn, this sources the O(ζ) correction to the metric, g (1) ab . To be within the regime of validity of the perturbative expansion, we require ζ 1, and since for the Kerr black hole the typical curvature length scale is L = GM , we take
Notice that this definition differs from others in the literature [8] in that we do not include a factor of 1/κ 2 in ζ, but rather we factor it out in the scalar field directly. In this paper we are concerned with solutions that represent rotating BHs spinning near extremality, so in addition to the decoupling expansion we will also perform a near-extremal expansion. Letting the (z-component of the) BH spin angular momentum be J z , we can define the BH dimensionless spin parameter χ := J z /(GM ) 2 . We can then expand all fields in the problem in a bivariate expansion, i.e. a simultaneous expansion in both ζ 1 and χ ∼ 1, namely
where ε := (1 − χ 2 ) 1/2 is a near-extremality parameter and ε 1 for near-extremal BHs.
Scalar Field: Solution
We wish to solve the evolution equation for the scalar field [Eq. (9) ] to leading order in ζ. To this order, the Pontryagin density on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) is evaluated on the unmodified Kerr spacetime. The wave operator on the left-hand side can also be evaluated on the Kerr spacetime, since corrections will be of O(ζ). In polynomial Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, the scalar field evolution equation is evaluated on the line element [45] 
where the usual polar angle θ has been replaced with a coordinate ψ = cos θ, and Γ := 1 − ψ 2 = sin 2 θ. The mass of the black hole is M and it rotates with angular momentum per unit mass a = J z /(GM ), where −GM ≤ a ≤ GM . The functions Σ and ∆ are
so that the background horizons, where ∆ = (r − r + )(r − r − ) = 0, are located at
It will be convenient to replace all quantities with dimensionless variables by scaling out factors of GM :r = r/(GM ) and χ = a/(GM ), so that the rescaled functions∆ = ∆/(GM )
Assuming a stationary and axisymmetric solution for the scalar field, the O(α) term in Eq. (9) then takes the form
where factors of (α/κ) and (GM ) have canceled from both sides of the equation. The source s (1/2) (r, ψ) is proportional to Σ ( * RR (0) ) and given explicitly by
Equation (20) admits a solution via separation of variables, by expanding the solutionθ
where P (·) are Legendre functions of the first kind. The radial modesθ (1/2) (r) then satisfy the equation
with source functions s (1/2) (r) given by the modes in the Legendre decomposition of Eq. (21)
Note that the source function in Eq. (21) is odd in the variable ψ, so its Legendre expansion (as well as that of the scalar field) will only contain odd modes: = 2n + 1 for all n ∈ N. The integral in Eq. (24) can be evaluated in closed form in terms of known functions:
where 2 F 1 (·, ·; ·; ·) is the ordinary hypergeometric function and is odd. One can show, via identities for hypergeometric functions, that this expression is equivalent to one given previously in [46] . Note that the hypergeometric functions go to unity in thẽ r → ∞ limit, so that the leading behavior at larger is given by s 
where Q (·) are Legendre functions of the second kind. This solution is regular atr + , and approaches zero asr → ∞. Our eventual goal is to evaluate Eq. (26) in closed form for the full range of the rotation parameter, −1 ≤ χ ≤ 1. The slow rotation limit of the field, i.e. the solution in a |χ| 1 expansion, is already well-understood; it was first derived in [17] , verified in [18] , and extended to second order in rotation in [19] . Similarly, it is also possible to systematically solve the scalar field equation of motion in the near-extremal expansion introduced in Sec. 2. Expanding the source functions of Eq. (25) for ε 1, we find
Recall that the second superscript in each of these terms represents the order in ε at which it enters the near-extremal expansion. Because the χ → 1 limit is regular for
In this paper we will only consider the extremal limit, ε → 0, which is the leading term in the near-extremal expansion. This corresponds to the limit χ → ±1 of the dimensionless spin parameter χ. 
The source functions at leading-order in ε, s (1/2, 0) (r), are given by Eq. (24) or Eq. (25) evaluated at |χ| = 1. The boundary conditions are the same as before: each modẽ ϑ (1/2, 0) is regular atr + = 1, and goes to zero asr → ∞. The integrals in Eq. (28) can be readily evaluated for specific values of . For example, the = 1 radial mode is given bỹ
With more work, we can also give an expression for general values of in terms of finite-order rational polynomials, arccot(r), and the log which appears above. But before we can give the general form, we first have to establish a few results for the behavior of the modes at larger and atr = 1.
The far-field behavior of the modes is dominated by the second line of Eq. (28), since the term in the first line decays with a higher power of r. The integral in the second line converges in this limit, and thus,θ
(1/2, 0) ∼r −( +1) asr 1. Notice, though, that this asymptotic behavior is not immediately apparent in our initial result, Eq. (29) . In that case the individual terms fall off more slowly thanr −2 , but cancellations between the terms result in the correct asymptotic behavior. The same will be true for our result for general : individual terms may not behave asr −( +1) at larger, but cancellations between these terms will give the correct result.
The near-horizon behavior of the modes is dominated by the first integral in Eq. (28), but its asymptotic behavior asr ∼ 1 cannot be easily discerned from that equation. Instead, it is easier to return to Eq. (26) and set χ = 1, remembering that the horizon limitr → 1 is equivalent to η → 1 (this is the case for all values of χ). In this limit, only the first line of Eq. (26) contributes, leading tõ
The overall -dependent factor comes from the definite integration of Q (η ) in the range η ∈ (1, ∞), while s (1/2, 0) (1) is Eq. (25) evaluated at χ = 1 andr = 1. As a check of this result, it is instructive to consider the behavior of the scalar field in the Near-Horizon Extremal Kerr (NHEK) limit [47, 25] . At extremality, regularity of the field at the horizon insures that the first term on the left-hand-side of Eq. (20) vanishes asr → 1. Then the ψ-dependence of the scalar field in this limit is determined by
The inhomogeneous solution can be obtained by direct integration, and the full solution that is regular on −1 ≤ ψ ≤ 1 is given bỹ
It is straightforward to check that this agrees with the Legendre series Eq. (22), with coefficients given by Eq. (30) for the mode functions at the horizon.
With these results, we can now give a general expression for the radial modes of the scalar field. They take the form
where the functions A (r), B (r), and C (r) are The constants γ k appearing in A (r) are the first + 1 terms in the Taylor expansion of arccot(r) aroundr = 1
The remaining 2 + 1 coefficients α ,k and β ,k are fixed by imposing the boundary conditions: each mode falls off asr −( +1) at larger, and takes the value Eq. (30) at r = 1. Alternately, the condition atr = 1 can be replaced with the requirement that the leading asymptotic behavior of the mode is given by Eq. (C.25). The coefficients α ,k and β ,k for the first several modes are given explicitly in Appendix B.
Scalar Field: Properties
Let us now discuss some properties of the scalar field solution obtained in the previous section. We begin by plotting the first five (odd) modes in Fig. 1 . Observe that the integrated norm ofθ
(1/2, 0) decays exponentially with . This is because this function is a spectral solution to a differential equation with a C ∞ source, so it must converge exponentially with mode number. Observe also from using the first five modes is shown in Fig. 2 , as a function of both radius and polar angle. Notice the similarity to Fig. 3 of Stein [21] , resulting from a numerical solution at large but not extremal (χ = 0.999) rotation; we will discuss this more below. The accuracy of this approximation can be characterized using a slicing-independent measure of the scalar field energy through the ADM energy. Let u a be a timelike unit vector normal to a hypersurface S, with γ ab the induced metric on S. Then the scalar field's contribution to the energy is
where t b is the Killing vector ∂/∂t. This energy can be perturbatively expanded in powers of ζ,
The scalar field's ADM energy at leading order can further be computed via the spectral decomposition,
with the dimensionlessẼ (1) k functions given bỹ
The fractional difference between the total energy in the scalar field and the energy in the first N modes is then Figure 3 shows the fractional difference δ N for the first seven nonvanishing modes. The contribution from the first five -up to = 9 -differs from the total energy by less than one part in 10 4 . Observe that the accuracy increases exponentially with N . Observe also that if we wish to capture 99% of the energy in the field, it suffices to keep only up to the first three odd modes, i.e. N = 5. Finally, note that the energy in the scalar field is dominated by the behavior of the scalar field close to the horizon. If one is interested in regimes of spacetime outside some two-sphere with radius r M , then the full scalar field can be accurately modeled using just the dipole ( = 1) and octupole ( = 3) modes.
Let us briefly compare these analytic results at extremality with numerical results away from extremality, which were computed in Stein [21] . First, we have performed a direct comparison of the analytical calcuation presented here with the numerics in [21] . Because of the numerical method of [21] , those results must be at values of |χ| < 1. Specifically, we compared the analytical results presented here with numerical results computed with the highest spin of χ = 1 − 10 −10 (extremality parameter approximately ε ≈ √ 2 × 10 −5 ), with N ang = 64 angular and N x = 1024 radial collocation points (high spins require very high radial resolution). Comparisons against lower resolutions show that these results are converging. This comparison is displayed in Fig. 4 . We see that even at the extremality parameter ε ≈ √ 2 × 10 −5 , the numerical solution is converging to the regular analytic solution. The nonzero fractional differences in Fig. 4 should decrease in the limit as ε → 0 and in the continuum limit N x → ∞.
We can also use the numerical method of [21] to show convergence to the extremal limit, which is regular. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 as a function of the rotation of , using the method of [21] . The vertical axis is fractional difference between the numerical solution and the analytical solution for each mode. The extremal solution is evaluated onto the collocation points of the numerical domain x ∈ (−1, +1) where x = 1 − 2ε/(r − 1). The numerical solution was computed with an angular and radial resolution of (Nang, Nx) = (64, 1024), and comparisons against lower resolutions shows that the numerics are converging. The limit ε → 0 is regular, so the fractional differences will go to zero. the background spacetime, by using the modal contribution to the ADM energy as a proxy. The convergence to the extremal limit is more easily demonstrated by using the extremality parameter as the horizontal axis, as seen in the right panel. We can also (41)], as a function of rotation on the horizontal axis. Notice that the extremal limit is regular. This is emphasized by making the horizontal axis the extremality parameter ε = 1 − χ 2 . Note that each curve becomes horizontal going toward the left edge of the right panel.
easily see that higher modes become fractionally more important as spin increases (this was seen in Fig. 2 of [21] ).
The essential differences between the structure of the scalar field in the slowly rotating (χ → 0) and extremal (χ → 1) limits are apparent in Fig. 5 . At low spin, χ 1, the scalar field is almost entirely dipolar, with contributions to the ADM energy from the ≥ 3 modes amounting to less than 1 part in 10 12 . The higher modes become more important as the spin of the background black hole increases, and the octupole contribution to the ADM energy exceeds the dipole contribution at around χ ≈ 0.995. At χ = 1, the dipole contributes about 30% of the total ADM energy, while the octupole contributes just over 50%. This is consistent with the near-horizon behavior of the modes shown in Fig. 1 , and our earlier observation that the scalar field ADM energy is dominated by the contribution from the near-horizon region.
Trace of the Metric Perturbation: Solution
The leading correction to the metric in Eq. (12) is determined by the O(ζ) term in the metric equation of motion [Eq. (6)]. We work in a gauge where the covariant divergence of g (1) ab is proportional to the derivative of its trace g
ab with respect to the background metric:
This gauge leads to simplifications in the O(ζ) term of Eq. (6), but its structure is still too complicated to allow for a simple solution. As a first step towards determining g
ab , we take the trace of the O(ζ) correction to Eq. (6) to find
Assuming a stationary and axisymmetric solution and transforming to dimensionless variables, this reduces to
As with the scalar field, we can express g (1) in a Legendre decomposition as
Then, the equation of motion [Eq. (45)] again separates, giving the radial equation
The source functions S (r) are the Legendre modes of the right-hand side of Eq. (44), i.e.
S (r) = 2 + 1 2
where the source function S g is simply
The solution for the mode functions g (1) (r) is then given by Eq. (A.3), which in this case becomes
Note that the source is quadratic in the scalar field, which has odd Legendre modes. Thus, both the trace of the metric perturbation and its source function have even Legendre modes: = 2n for all n ∈ N. One approach to evaluating the integrals in Eq. (50) is to express the Legendre modes of the source function in terms of the scalar field modes and their radial derivatives. The resulting integrals are significantly more complicated than the ones we encountered in Sec. 3, so we will opt for a different approach. One can express Eq. (50) in terms of a simpler set of integrals through multiple integrations-by-parts (noting that the source S depends on S g , which in turn is proportional to the squared derivative of the scalar field) and application of the scalar field evolution equation [Eq. (20)]. Doing so, the modes of the trace of the metric perturbation are given by
where s(r , ψ) is the scalar field source given in Eq. (21), and we have defined
The integrals of total derivatives in Eq. (51) can be simplified by noting that (i) √ −g (0) g ψψ (0) = Γ, which vanishes when evaluated at the limits of integration ψ = ±1, and (ii) contributions at spatial infinity and at the horizon vanish due to the behavior of the scalar field modesθ (1/2) , the homogeneous solutions H ± , and √ −g (0) g rr (0) =∆. The modes of the trace of the metric perturbation are then
where in the first and second linesθ (1/2) and s (1/2) are both functions ofr and ψ. We have simplified the last line by extracting a factor of W , defined in Eq. (A.4), which is a constant.
Let us now focus on the extremal limit. With the normalizations defined in Appendix A, the factor W = 2 + 1 and the homogeneous solutions are given by Eqs. (A.8)-(A.9). We can then write
This completes the formal solution for the modes of the trace of the metric perturbation in the extremal limit in integral form. The angular integrals in Eq. (54) can be evaluated in closed form using the Legendre decomposition of the scalar field and the source function. From Eq. (22) and Eq. (24) we haveθ
where the sums are over odd integers in both cases. Using the orthogonality of Legendre functions, the = 0 mode is given by
For general , the integration over ψ can be expressed in terms of the standard 3j-symbols. The resulting expression is
The radial integrals in Eqs. (55) and (56), though still complicated, are more tractable than the integrals that result from expressing the source function in terms of the modes of the scalar field in Eq. (50). We have not yet obtained a closed-form expression for the trace of the metric perturbation on the extremal background. The main difficulty, apparent in Eqs. (54)- (56), is that the source term depends on the full tower of Legendre modes of the scalar field. Using our expressions for the modes of the scalar field and its source, Eq. (33) and Eq. (25), it is possible to evaluate individual terms in these sums. However, we have not been able to perform the sums themselves. Indeed, the analytic results for the individual terms are sufficiently complicated that we turn to approximations and numerical analysis, which we discuss in the next section.
Trace of the Metric Perturbation: Properties
The results of Sec. 4 suggest that the first three or four modes of the scalar field capture most of its physics, and should be sufficient for analyzing the behavior of the trace of the metric perturbation. But first, let us consider a few important properties of the modes g (1, 0) that can be extracted from the integral form of the solution. At large radius,r 1, the second line of Eq. (54) dominates and the leading behavior of the mode is g (1, 0) ∼r −( +1) . This is because the first line of Eq. (54) decays with a higher power ofr, while the third line is proportional to (θ (1/2, 0) ) 2 and therefore decays asr −2( +1) . Near the horizon the first and third line of Eq. (54) dominate. The asymptotic behavior asr → 1 is most easily extracted by first evaluating Eq. (50) at r =r + = 1 + ε, changing the integration variable to η = (r − 1)/ε, and then taking the ε → 0 limit, which gives
The overall factor of S (1, 0) (1), the source function evaluated at the extremal Kerr horizon, can be expressed in terms of the source functions for the scalar field. Evaluating Eq. (48) atr = 1, using limr →1∆ (∂rθ) 2 = 0, and performing the angular integral yields
2(2 + 1)
where again the result is expressed in terms of 3j-symbols. For ≥ 2 (recall that is even) the integral in Eq. (57) converges:
In this case the mode is finite at the horizon of the extremal background, just like the modes of the scalar field. The values g (1, 0) (1) are plotted against in Fig. 6 . Rather than falling off monotonically with , a feature is observed at = 4. This mode is suppressed relative to the = 6 and = 8 modes.
For the = 0 mode the integral in Eq. (57) does not converge. In this case the mode diverges logarithmically asr → 1. Its behavior near the horizon is captured by the first integral in Eq. (55). Expanding the integrand in powers of (r − 1) and extracting the log term from the integral gives
The coefficient S
(1) may be evaluated from Eq. (58), which for = 0 reduces to a single sum
This is the same value that is obtained from the ratio of the numerical solution for g (1, 0) 0 (r) and log(r − 1), evaluated asr → 1. As we will discuss at the end of this Section, the log divergence in g (1, 0) 0 (r) need not imply the existence of a naked curvature singularity at the perturbed horizon.
As explained at the end of the previous Section, analytical results for therdependence of the modes g (1, 0) are sufficiently complicated that a numerical analysis is called for. The first four modes of the trace of the metric perturbation are shown in Fig. 7 . These are numerical solutions, obtained with closed form expressions for the source that include contributions from modes of the scalar field with ≤ 21. It is immediately apparent that the = 0 mode dominates the trace of the metric perturbation, even away from the log-divergent behavior nearr = 1.
We expect, based on the behavior shown in Fig. 7 that g (1, 0) is well-approximated by its first few Legendre modes. In the case of the scalar field, a similar conclusion was justified by examining mode-by-mode contributions to the ADM energy. But before applying this norm to the modes of the trace of the metric perturbation, we first consider the fractional difference between g (1, 0) (r, ψ) evaluated at ψ = 1, and an approximation by its first N modes
The fractional difference for N = 0, 2, 4, 6 is shown in Fig. 8 . As expected, the logdivergence of the = 0 modes means that the fractional difference δ 0 (r) → 0 asr → 1. Figure 8 shows that if one wishes an accuracy of no more than about 10%, then retaining only the = 0 mode suffices. To obtain a higher accuracy, more modes are needed. In particular, since the = 4 mode is suppressed atr = 1 relative to the = 6 and 8 modes, one must include modes up to = 6 to obtain uniform accuracy of at least one percent. Observe, however, that if one is interested in the trace of the metric perturbation outside a larger radius, such as forr 2, then g (1, 0) is approximated at better than percent precision with only the first two or three modes.
We conclude that Legendre modes g (1, 0) with ≤ 4 capture almost all of the physics of g (1, 0) , except nearr = 1 where the = 6 and = 8 modes may be required. Note that the fractional error defined in Eq. (62) puts a bound on the fidelity of our approximation of g (1, 0) at ψ = 1 (θ = 0), where P (ψ) = 1 for all . However, since the = 0 mode dominates, and −1 ≤ P (ψ) ≤ 1 for ≥ 2, the fractional error δ N (r) gives an upper bound on the fidelity of the approximation in the full (r, ψ) plane. An approximation of g (1, 0) by its first four Legendre modes is shown in Fig. 9 . The analysis above uses modes of the scalar field with ≤ 21 to approximate the source for the trace of the metric perturbation. However, as we saw in Sec. 4, the first three modes of the scalar field account for most of its contribution to the ADM energy. Indeed, the behavior of the first few modes of g (1, 0) is largely unchanged if we include fewer modes of the scalar field. In particular, we achieve comparable results for the mode g (1, 0) by approximating the scalar field by its first N = + 1 modes. Just as in the case of the scalar field, we can study the convergence of numerical solutions with ε > 0 in the limit as ε → 0, using the numerical technique of Stein [21] . We use the ADM energy functional, given in Eq. (41), as a norm for the modes g (1) . Despite the fact that g (1) 0 has a logarithmic divergence at the horizon, this divergence is integrable in the norm of Eq. (41) . This results in each of the modes' energies being convergent as ε → 0, as seen in Fig. 10 .
As in Sec. 4, we can again plainly see the differences between the trace of the (41)] to measure the contributions to the trace of the metric perturbation g (1) in each mode. Notice that the modal energy in the extremal limit is regular, despite the logarithmic divergence in the = 0 mode. This is emphasized by making the horizontal axis the extremality parameter ε = 1 − χ 2 . Note that each curve becomes horizontal going toward the left edge of the right panel.
metric perturbation in the slowly rotating and extremal limits, with the higher modes becoming fractionally more important as rotation increases. In the slowly rotating case the monopole mode dominates, with the energy of the modes falling off like χ 1 to a power that is monotonically increasing with . For χ sufficiently close to zero, the monopole and quadrupole modes of the trace of the metric perturbation account for the ADM energy to better than 1 part in 10 12 . Near extremality, the monopole mode still dominates, but the contributions to the ADM energy from the first eight modes ( ≤ 14) span a range of only about 8 decades. As pointed out earlier, approximating the trace of the metric perturbation to better than 1% fidelity in the extremal limit requires at least the first four modes ( ≤ 6). Thus, as with the scalar field, modes of the trace of the metric perturbation that are not relevant in the limit of slow rotation become more important near extremality.
Finally, we turn to the question of the significance of the logarithmic divergence of the = 0 mode, as seen in Eq. (60). Without a full metric tensor perturbation solution, we cannot determine if this is a true curvature singularity of the perturbed spacetime. However, several pieces of evidence suggest that a divergence in the trace of the metric perturbation need not be a problem.
First, note that shifts within the Kerr family of solutions manifest perturbatively as divergences of the trace of the metric perturbation. Consider shifting the Kerr metric by M → M + δM and a → a + δa, and expanding the resulting metric in powers of δM M and δa a. This is made formal by the coefficients in the Taylor series, which are given by
and so on for higher derivatives, e.g. δ M,M g ab . The perturbed shifted Kerr metric tensor satisfies the perturbative Einstein equations order-by-order, since they are simply shifts of the Kerr parameters M and a. A straightforward calculation in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, however, shows that
where p 1,2 are certain regular polynomials of r and cos θ, neither of which have zeros at the roots of either ∆ or Σ. Although the Kerr spacetime is regular, as are the linearly or quadratically shifted spacetimes, we immediately see that the traces of the above metric perturbations diverge at either the event and Cauchy horizons where ∆ = 0, or the (ring) curvature singularity where Σ = 0, or both. Only the blowup at the curvature singularity can be seen as physically significant. When a → M , in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, the curvature singularity appears on the horizon, at the equator.
Next we can bring in arguments that are more specific to the dCS problem. As noted by Stein [21] , the (inner) Cauchy-horizon divergence of the scalar found by Konno and Takahashi [20] may result in a divergence of the trace of the metric perturbation at the inner horizon; however, this divergence would be hidden by the outer horizon for all |a| < M . Indeed, Ref. [21] , found that the trace of the metric perturbation is regular in the exterior for all |a| < M . However, in the limit a → M , the inner and outer horizons confluence. Further, in the slow-rotation expansion, the horizon was seen to be shifted outward to r hor = r hor,Kerr + (915/28672)ζM χ 2 + O(χ 4 ) [19] . Thus, one may expect that in the extremal limit, the perturbed horizon may again be exterior to that of the background, hiding any potential singularity. Finally, it may be the case that the extremality condition in dCS is shifted away from J = M 2 . All of these arguments suggest that the horizon singularity in g (1, 0) 0 may not be a physical curvature singularity, but rather a coordinate singularity. A full tensor perturbation solution is needed to confirm this conjecture.
Discussion
This paper explored rotating black holes in dCS. Using an effective field theory treatment of dCS, we worked in the decoupling limit where dCS corrections are small perturbations from GR solutions. We have further focused on BHs that spin at the maximal Kerr rate, the so-called extremal limit. With these assumptions, we then solved for the dynamical scalar field in closed analytic form, obtaining a Legendre decomposition that is dominated by its dipole and octupole terms. The radial structure of this decomposition includes natural logarithms and arctangents, unlike the simple polynomial results obtained in the slow-rotation limit. We then solved for the Legendre decomposition of the trace of the metric perturbation. Retaining Legendre modes with ≤ 6 is sufficient to ensure a fidelity of at least 99% relative to numerical solutions for both the scalar field and the trace of the metric perturbation.
The trace of the metric perturbation in the Lorenz-like gauge exhibits a logarithmic divergence at the location of the background (extremal Kerr) event horizon. Several pieces of evidence, discussed in Sec. 6, show that it need not be a physical curvature singularity. We conjecture that it is only a coordinate singularity, but a full metric tensor perturbation solution is needed to confirm this conjecture.
The techniques we employed rely heavily on Legendre expansions, but our work suggests that these can be truncated at a finite mode number without losing much of the overall behavior of the fields. In particular, if one wishes to carry out astrophysical tests of GR, certain observables may be sensitive to only certain regions of spacetime that need not include the horizon. For example, BH shadow observations are most sensitive to the location of the light-ring, while astrophysical observations of the energy spectrum of radiation emitted by accretion disks are most sensitive to the location of the innermost stable circular orbit. For such observations, it may suffice to keep only the first few modes in a Legendre expansion provided the BH is not rotating maximally. The reason here is two-fold. First, the light-ring and ISCO are both pushed away from the horizon as the spin decreases, and the approximation by a finite number of Legendre modes improves away from the immediate vicinity of the horizon. Second, our studies indicate that, in general, the fidelity of an approximation with a fixed number of modes improves away from extremality, as shown in [21] .
The results obtained here open the door for new investigations of rotating BHs in dCS gravity. As mentioned in the introduction, the methods we employed can be applied to the next-order term in a near-extremal expansion. They also generalize to BHs that rotate with arbitrary spins, and we have already obtained closed-form results in that case for the first few modes of the scalar field (and numerical results for all other modes). Ultimately, of course, our goal is to go beyond the trace and determine the full metric perturbation of dCS BHs. Previous work on this problem was limited by incomplete results for the scalar field, but with the results in this paper we are now in a position to attack the full problem. Here a factor of∆ has canceled inside each integral, allowing us to pull out a constant W ; this constant depends on the Wronskian of the homogeneous solutions,
It is straightforward to verify that this is constant using Eq. (A.2). For the Kerr background, the homogeneous solutions can be written as
where P (·) and Q (·) are Legendre functions of the first and second kind, respectively. A standard identity for Legendre functions then gives the factor W = c + c − .
The factors of 1 − χ 2 in Eq. (A.5)-(A.6) have been chosen so that the extremal limit, χ → ±1, is regular. Otherwise, the overall normalization factors c ± are arbitrary. A convenient choice is to set (A.9)
We adopt this normalization throughout Secs. 3 and 5.
Appendix B. Expressions for Radial Modes
The radial mode function for general is given in Eq. (33) . In this form, each mode depends on 2 + 1 coefficients α ,k and β ,k . The coefficients for the modes up to = 9 are given below. into Eq. (23) and find recursion relations for the a ,n and b ,n coefficients. The recursion relations for the a ,n can be solved to obtain a ,n = ( + n)! ! n! a ,0 , (C. 23) which then leads to σ 1 (r) = a ,0 (r − 1) +1 .
(C.24)
Since this is the leading behavior of the scalar field at larger, we can determine the coefficient a ,0 by comparing it with the incomplete Beta function representation of the previous subsection: Resumming the coefficients b ,n is more complicated. We can solve the recursion relations to express the b ,n coefficient as finite sums that depend on the coefficients α ,n in the series expansion of the source: where j max = n/2 if n is even, and j max = (n + 1)/2 if n is odd. When one tries to perform the full infinite sum of the b ,n coefficients over n to find σ 2 (r), one finds a familiar problem: the coefficients of Eq. (C.26) are finite sums with an upper limit that depends on n, which must then be summed to infinity. To get around this problem, we can rewrite each finite sum as the difference of two infinite sums: We have not succeeded in finding closed-form expressions for the sum over n given a generic value, but the sum can be performed for a given value of .
In both cases the coefficient f ,0 of the leading term can be expressed in terms of one or more integrals of the source; for = 0 it is f 0,0 = 
